
Star of Light Starry Sky 

    
 

Card Stock:    Ink: 
Starry Sky – 5-1/2” x 8-1/2”  Starry Sky Stampin’ Pad 
White Glimmer Paper – 5-1/4” x 4” 
Starry Sky – 4-3/4” x 3-1/2”  Supplies/Accessories: 
Basic White – 4-5-/8” x 3-3/8”  Starlight Thinlits 
Basic White – 5-1/4” x 4” (Inside) Iridescent Pearls 
     2022-2024 In Color Pearls 
Stamp Sets:    Stampin’ Dimensionals 
Star of Light    Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals 
Framed & Festive   Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine 

Instructions: 
1.  Score and fold Starry Sky 5-1/2” x 8-1/2” card stock at 4-1/4” to form card base size of 5-1/2” x 4-1/4”. 
2.  Using the small detailed star thinlit die from the Starlight dies set, punch out the center of White Glimmer Paper.  
Set the star aside, attach the glimmer paper to the card front.  The cutout will be covered. 
3.  Stamp the large star fall from the Star of Light stamp set onto the Basic White 4-5/8” x 3-3/8” card stock using the 
Starry Sky stamp pad. 
4.  Stamp verse from the Star of Light stamp set onto the bottom left of the card stock from step 3.  Then using the 
plain star die from the Starlight Thinlits dies set, punch the center of the card stock out as shown above.  Attach to 
the Starry Sky 4-3/4” x 3-1/2” card stock.  Then attach to card front using dimensionals. 
5.  Using a mini dimensional attach glimmer star from step 2 to the center of the cut out star on card front as shown 
above.  Attach an Iridescent Pearl to the center of the star.  Attach a few 2022-2024 In Color Pearls randomly around 
the star. 
6.  Ink up, then lightly stamp off the large star fall from the Star of Light stamp set and stamp onto the Basic White 5-
1/4” x 4” card stock.  Then stamp verse of choice, I used one from the Framed & Festive stamp set, using the Starry 
Sky stamp pad.  Attach to the inside of the card and you are now done!! 


